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*Shafting for Factories.
The subject of circular shafting as a means of transmitting 
power has been quite thoroughly investigated from a theoret­
ical point of view. There appears however, to be in general a 
'.vide difference between the mathematical formulae deduced and 
those which are used in every day practice and which are the 
out come of experience.
Another branch of the subject which has apparently received 
little attention from technical writers is the practical man­
ipulation of shafting in buildings, its adjustments and align­
ment, and the means by which these are to be insured.
It is proposed to discuss this latter branch of the subject of 
shafting in the following pages and also to compare as far as 
possible the formulae deduced from theory with those which ap­
pear to ben thunb rules" of the millwright.
I will discuss my subject under the following heads,
1 Definition of Alignment.
2 Reasons for Ligning up.
3 Appliances used in Lining up and the Methods.
4 Comparison of Formulae.
The principal reasons for lining up may be said to be,
ii
The Saving of Power ,
Reducing wear of Shafting, *
*
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And the Prolonged Life of the Building.
It surely takes an appreciable amount of power to bend a straight 
piece of shafting or to straighten a crooked one« If a section 
of a shaft be hung in three bearings which are not in line with 
each other one side must be stretched so as to be longer then 
the other and vice versa which requires power. T“e greater 
the diameter of the shaft the greater the departure from ab~ 
solute alignment in the bearings and it requires a greater a- 
mount of power to turn the shaft independent of the load upon 
it.
In reality the horse-power lost in this way is often a great 
per cent of the entire u quantity of power pasted into the 
sh af t •
When you wish to break a piece of wire you bend it backwards 
and forward thus alternately lenghtening and shortening each 
side which destroys the cohesion of the particles and as a 
length of shafting is simply a large wire, the same princpal is 
applicable and the tendency is to produce the same result, the 
breaking of the shaft.
T^e constant twisting and bending of a long shaft which is not 
in alignment muct of course produce a strain upon the walls of 
the building or upon the floors upon which the shafting is
* I *s,
hun$. The effect of the const ¡nt fibration in destroying
masonery has been suspected by architects and has but recently 
been proved beyond doubt by experiments that this weakening ef­
fect is constant,considerabie and certain.
It has been proved by noted engineers Rankine, Weisbach and 
others, that when the two lines of shafting are not parallel, 
that the tendency of the belt connecting the pulleys on their 
respective shafts is to run off the pulleys towards those ends 
of the shaft which are the closer together. It follows that if 
one line of shafting is out of line it will interfere with the 
proper belting of either line connected with it.
Definition of Alignment.
A section of a line of shafting is in line when a line joining 
the centres of all the cross sections thereof is perfectly 
straight and continuous.
Under this head of allignment there are numerous faults of sin­
gle lines but in summing them all up I have found seven, which 
are the following
1  While each particular section may be straight level and 
square with the building the section may be slightly out with 
each other vertically or horizontally, thus ________
■«-■»
2 Single sections of shafting may be curved as a 'vhole or 
crooked in several places or we may have individual sections 
all right and perfectly straight and the entire line may be
zig zag _____ ____________ _________either vertically or
horizontally, these t'vo faults may occur before the pulleys or 
gear wheels are put on.
3 After the line of shafting is set up and made perfectly 
straight level and square, it may be forced out of line by the 
weight of too heavy pulleys or gears.
4 It may be pulled out of level or out of square or both by 
thight belting.
5 It.may be thrown out of balance by b iley balanced wheels.
T^ese last faults may be apparent after the pulleys and gears 
are put on, although the shafting has been made perfectly 
straight level and square.
6 The line may be thrown out of level and out of line by the 
spring of the floor caused by putting on or t king off heavy 
weights, as machines and piles of stock.
7 The same thing may occur by reason of settling of the walls 
of the building, after all has been properly adjusted. These 
last two faults may appear either before or after the pulleys 
and gears have been put on.
V.
Appliances used in Lining up and Methods.
App iian ~es.
1 Along fine braded '"ord, which has been stretched by heavy 
'weights so that all the«stretch»is taken out of it.
2 A good carpenters level at least three feet long.
3 Large plumb line of braded cord 'with a bucket of 'water in 
'which to steady the "bob".
4 Straight edge of thin board 'well turned so it 'will not spring
5 Square and apparatus made as in figure one. This 'will answer 
for both squaring and leveling. Its angles are respectfully
90 Deg. and 45 Deg.. There are nicks A. B. & N. for the plumb 
line and small sight hole in the 90 deg. angle as shown in 
figure this being reinforced by a piece of sheet metal with a 
nick in it. It is always lest to make these parts of such a 
size that the distance from the long edge to the centre of 
sight holes is the amount of drop required for the shaft. In 
the centre of the width and at one end of the long side is an 
oblong hole D. such as is found in all ordinary "plumbs" for 
the bob to hang in. The long edge has in it a central V groove 
truly placed so that the edge A.B. may rest upon the shaft. Dp- 
on the sides A.O. B.n. there are blocks R.B. the upper and low-
er edges of which are parallel to A. B. «This device will be 
seen at once to be a plumb, a square and a level apparatus to 
be used in connection with the ordinary carpenters tools.
6 An alignment instrument consists of the following, see fig. 2 
which is a piece of sheet iron cut out according to figure and 
the V. groove which rests upon the shaft is a 90 deg* angle, 
the sight hole A. is made in the apex of the instrument.
7 Another alignment instrument consists of a water level in 
which a small rubber hose of any length connects the two lev­
els by which means it chi be seen, by the water in the level 
which is the highest and lowest part of the shafting.
"Methods of Using the Appliances*"
First of all before any appliance for leveling, squaring or 
plumbing is used the shaft itself has to be straight. Shafting 
after being shipped is more or less bent out of line in some 
way. Straightness may be tested by a straight-edge, this 
straight edge should be laid upon its side and applied side- 
wise in order to prevent its being sprung by its own weight. 
Straightneing can best be accomplished by regular straightening 
lathes. Not having a lathe, they may be made a special straight 
ening clamp, consisting of a stiff casting having a V. placed
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in it for a centre bearing. The central part of the length 
of the casting being recessed below the bottom of the V.. The 
shafting is laid on the V. with the high part over the portion 
which is cut away. There is a wrought iron arch clamp which 
passes over the central portion of the bed piece and through 
there passes a squareed thrust screw having a suitable head and 
bevel bearing upon the flat top of a short block having a V. 
planed in its lower side, to accommodate the top of the shaft 
in the high place. Pressure is applied by means of the screw so 
as to force the high portion down and the pressure is ten re­
laxed so that it may be seen whether by turning the section in 
the apparatus, it will not bend. This being done the section of 
shafting is moved along a little to the next high place which 
may be uppermost, which is straightened the same way. The 
shaft being straight and put in its place in the hanger boxes, 
the next step is to square it with the building, this is ac­
complished easily if the building is in any way straight upon 
that side with which the line of shafting is to run parallel.
\ line may be struck to the point upon the ceiling directly a- 
bove where it is intended to have one end of the line of shaft­
ing, the cord being centred upon the wall the same distance
from the ceiling as first marked. The same thing is to be done 
at the other end of the line. Then to be sure it is correct 
take a longer string and form diagonals and see if they are 
the same length, from these points found stretch the string as 
described in one and it ean be seen whether the shafting is 
vertically right. In using the squaring apparatus as is de­
scribed in five, we fix the hangers at one end so that the cen­
tre line of the bearing can bee sighted through the peep hole 
in the squaring device near the nick end and at a point at the 
ceiling 1 id down by the squaring lines. Do the same at the 
other end of the line. This being done the line taken as a 
whole should be square with the building and also level. This 
may be found out by resting a carpenters level in the rest R. R. 
of the squaring device, getting it perfectly level and then 
sighting along . the edges of the rest at one end of the line.
The different portions of the line may be leveled by means of 
the ordinary level then they are properly alligned horizont­
ally by the fol owing ways. Cut a card board or tin circle the 
size of the shaft and make in its exact centre a hole just 
large enough to let the disc slide on braded line. Prom each 
end of the shaft hang one of the small plumb bobs, so that its
*
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line crosses the centre punch mark upon the shafting.About 
one foot from the floor should be stretched a horizontal line 
which will cross both these end plumb lines and let the tin 
just slide on this. Prom many portions of the shaft drop plumb 
lines which will toueh the side of the shaft. The tin disc
t
should be slid along the horizont al cord into a position op­
posite each one of these plumb lines. If it does not just touch 
each one of t^ese the shaft should be moved until this is thef
case. Another way in which the shaft is leveled horizontally is 
by using a piece of sheet iron shaped as in figure two. About 
every twenty feet one of these pieces should be placed upon the 
shaft and a plumb bob hung to the apex to keep it vertical, a 
lamp is placed back of one of the end pieces so as to make the 
peep hole in t^e last one distinct. These being all in place on 
the shaft one sights through the hole and if you cannot see 
through all the holes, the shaft is not horizontal and it should 
be raised or lowered till one sees through all the holes dis­
tinctly. This method is considered the most accurate of any of 
the methods which are used by engineers.
A very accurate and easily handled instrument for determining 
the alignment horizontally is the water level. In detail the
m
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level has a cone -ve surface which fits the shaft, a rubber pipe 
connects the two levels and if one end of the shift on which the 
level is placed is highest the water passes through the tube 
to the oth 'r causing it to rise which is noted in the glass and 
the shaft rnoves so that each level stands the same.
In trade there are two principal kinds of shafting, namely Iron 
turned shafting and cold rolled shafting, the superiority of 
the latter is shown is follows.
The reason given by Jones & haughlin why cold rolled iorn and 
steel shafting is better than the hot rolled is the following.
Cold rolled produces a very marked change in physical prop­
erties of the iorn thus treated.
1 It elevates the elastic limits under both tensile and trans­
verse stresses from eighty to one-hundred and twenty five per 
c en t.
2 It increases the tenacity from twenty five to forty per cent.
and the resistance transverse stress fron fifty to eight per
c en t.
3 The nodulous of elastic resilience is elevated from three hun­
dred to four hundred per cent, the elastic recilience to trans 
verse stress is augmented from one hun red to four hundred and 
twenty five per cent. Many sore reasons may be given but these
will suffice to show the superiority of cold rolled iron and 
steel over hot rolled«
Shafts for transmitting power are subject to two strains, trans­
verse and torsional. In factories power is usually taken off 
from lines of shafting at many points by means of pulleys and 
belts by means of which machinery is operated. When the machines 
which are to be driven are below the shaft there is a tansverse 
strain on the shaft caused by the weight of the pulleys and the 
tension of the belt. Sometimes po wer is tken off horizontally 
as in counter shafts in which case there is produced a hori­
zontal transverse strain caused by the tension of the belts and 
weight of the pulley acts with of the shaft to produce a verti­
cal transverse stress. It is apparant that shafting is never 
freenfrom transverse strains however the power may be taken off. 
To transmit: he same power, the necessary tension of the belt
diminishes in porportion to its velocity with pulleys of the 
same diameter the transverse strain will diminish in the same 
ratio as the velocity of the shaft increases.
Comp arisen of Fo rmu1a e•
Diamater of Shaft.
In determining the diamater of shafts Unwin gives the following
-ffi-
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J - ^  ^distance of most remote fibre, T. equals moment 
of torsion, I equals moment of inertia of a section about axis
hen ceof shaft or the above may be written TT'^ [^t'Xr =• yC Z./-.
/C' J c
Zt. >=£- * , / r d d i = safe load per sq. in. of section of the
A- / 6  ’
material used in '.vhich the moment of inertia has been found by 
the formula above Z. is called the modulons of torsion of 
section of shaft. To find the twisting moment when a bar is 
kept in rotation we have horse powers equaling the number of 
horse power transmitted, N. the number of renolutions of the 
barr per minute. The work expended in in «h pounds per minute is 
12 X 33,000. times H.P. and this equals the twinsting moment 
T. instatical inch pounds multiplied by the angular motion 2T 
of the bar in the same t i m ^  
And we have T^ j^ A ^  in which Z as before is the modulons
and f thé stress * - ^ 6  ~ ^  ^ ^  H
and substituting we have (pSCSL^ and solving
for d. we have,, d .^ .  /V' f c / 7 -
. û / ? ( £ t 3
A
or we have
/£
an;
which
/v
in for wrought iron 3*294
/ < a '< *• cast <( 4.150
/t * ’• steel « 2.877
*
n .
■vhan we have f. 9,000 for wrought iron 
n <> "-45,000 for cast iron 
f> f' " ~=^ 13, 500 for steel
But we have when shafts are subj ect to torsion and bending the 
formulae t / v v r *:l n which T. ^the equivalent twisting mo­
ment ans M. equals the bending moment at any section of the 
shaft, in this formulae suppose ve give M. the value M. =»K.T. 
where K. is a Known constant, then we will have
in which the equivalent twisting moment T. is substituted 
for the bending and twisting moment. For ordinary mill shaft- 
stant K. 1 ai d the formulaeing the cons'
which for wrought iron is =*
/SEP -=
Sr
For heid shaft supported by bearings close to each side the
main pulley or ear so as to wholly guard against the trans- 
verse strain we have the following formulae which are deduced 
by Jones & Laughlin and used by then letting D. diamater of 
shaft in inches, R. revolutions per minute
Cold Boiled Iron, Turned Iron.
yd'' a__
w ;
h s -
1 •m u
„ \
1 p / f
For line shafting from which power is taken at intervals, 
bearings 8 ft. a part
Cold Holied Iron. Turned Iron.
/ /  £  / /  , ' 7 & J X  &
S C  ' f  ^ 7 /-^
3 .. w
h . f & i T *  ^
^  /e
For simply transmitting power and short counters.
7vJ K? - ^
# ' % i -  Z7 -
~  P -
Francis in his treatise on shafting gives for determining the
-¡iamater of shaftings the formulae d for wrought 
3 /V
iron, and d -> f P A i P ?for steel, he does not say how this 
result was obtained. Taking the four formulae for diamater 
above. 1 have calculated the following table to show the com­
parative results from the several formulae
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In determining the dist ir 
certain diamater Francis 
The deflection of a cylir 
supported at each end, bi
r
given by the formulae 6 
from Laviers formulae foi 
and the deflection for a 
and the greatest deflect; 
( i 00Y( >^in whieh he sub s ttir
Vhid
in \vhi ch R* 3500000 an 
put in {? the follo'vinj* tab 
Diamater of shaft in in.
ce between bearings for shafts of a
gives the following,«
ldric^l shaft from its own weight ,
it disconnected from other shafts is 
/ ^
- v / i P 3 P ^¿¿¿9’ which deduced 
the deflection of a cylindrical bar 
continuous shaft is 0 ~
Lon for any diameter d. , he gives 
tu es this value of g m  the equation 
i gives solving for 1 . / 3  Y-J YJl 
d 3800000 for iron and steel in com- 
le.
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